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Political radicalization on the Internet: Extremist content, government
control, and the power of victim and jihad videos

Tom Holta, Joshua D. Freilichb, Steven Chermaka and Clark McCauleyc*

aSchool of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA; bJohn Jay
College of Criminal Justice, New York, USA; cPsychology Department, Bryn Mawr College,
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The role of the internet in radicalizing individuals to extremist action is much discussed
but remains conceptually and empirically unclear. Here we consider right-wing and
jihadist use of the Internet – who posts what and where. We focus on extremist content
related to radicalization to violent action, and argue that victim videos and jihad videos
are particularly powerful in moving individuals to radical action. We interpret these
two kinds of video as complementary parts of the kind of mobilization frame studied by
social movement theorists. Finally we consider various kinds of government effort to
control extremist content on the Internet.

Keywords: radicalization of opinion; radicalization of action; social movement theory;
social movement frame; framing; jihad video; victim video; Center for Strategic
Counterterrorism Communications

The development of social media has had a substantive impact on the acceptance and

growth of social movements across the globe. Individuals posting messages on Facebook,

YouTube, or web forums can have their message read by others who share the posted point

of view, or who may come to support this view if the posts are persuasive (Ayers, 1999;

Chadwick, 2007; Jennings & Zeitner, 2003; Stepanova, 2011). The use of social media to

develop networks of social support is crucial in the formation of a collective identity that

can move into real spaces to effect social change. Simi and Futtrell (2006, p. 116) note, for

example, that “Communities that are linked through cyberspace expand the ways that

individuals can connect to groups by overcoming constraints of time and place, allowing

for high volume information flows, and enhancing solidarity among users”.

This potential was demonstrated in the recent protests by the Occupy movement in the

United States and the Arab Spring protests across the Middle East. Virtual social media

were used to promote protests and demonstrations in the real world. In particular,

Facebook and Twitter have been used to create so-called flash mobs, where individuals

coordinate organized surprises, such as musical performances or demonstrations, at a

particular place and time. In turn, videos and messages posted online about the events were

able to generate additional attention. Thus, organized forms of mass expression can be

enabled by virtual experiences and communication (Chadwick, 2007; Earl & Schussman,

2003; Jennings & Zeitner, 2003; Stepanova, 2011; Van Laer, 2010).

At the most extreme end of political expression are planned acts of violence against

civilians in support of a political or social agenda, typically referred to as terrorism

(Schmid, 2004). In this paper we focus on how extremist and terrorist groups are using the
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Internet to advance their causes. In particular we consider first the various kinds of

extremist presence on the Internet; then we distinguish between radicalization of ideas and

radicalization of action to point out current uncertainties about how the Internet radicalizes

action; following which we examine two case histories suggesting the importance of

victim videos and jihad videos in moving individuals to jihadist violence. Finally we offer

brief consideration of increasing government actions to control radical Internet content.

Use of the Internet in the indoctrination and recruitment of extremist groups

As the Internet’s popularity increased in the 1990s, the number of people using the web,

the amount of available information, and the number of online transactions grew

exponentially. Similarly, while initially only a handful of terrorist groups used the Internet,

terrorist presence has steadily increased to the point that currently terrorist groups of all

ideologies are using the web for various purposes (Holt, 2012). Weimann (2011) found,

for instance, that every group designated as a Foreign Terrorist Organization by the United

States State Department has a website. Similarly, research by Chermak, Freilich, and

Suttmoeller (2013) found that the vast majority of far-right groups involved in

ideologically motivated violence in the United States have an Internet presence.

Importantly, though, some terrorist or extremist groups may not attempt to use the

Internet to plan or organize attacks. Instead, they may simply find value in using online

communications to contact others, spread their message globally, and engage in fund-

raising activities to support their cause (Britz, 2010; Foltz, 2004). Often this may be done

through the use of web forums, IRC, instant messaging groups, and social networking sites

that enable the rapid formation of virtual groups.

First and foremost, the Internet has tremendous value as a communications vehicle for

extremists and terrorist groups. Easy and immediate access to technology, coupled with the

anonymity and scale afforded by computers and the Internet, make email, forums, instant

messaging, and virtually all other forms of computer-mediated communications ideal for

interpersonal communications. Even poor nations now have substantial forms of Internet

connectivity, whether through cellular service providers, high speed fiber-optic connectivity,

or even dial-up Internet access. Groups can maintain contact and reach out to others, no

matter where they may be located, through plain text messages, email, and forums.

The ability to regularly communicate with others from diverse backgrounds means that

individuals can be slowly, but steadily, introduced to the core principles of a movement

(Gerstenfeld, Grant, & Chiang, 2003; Gruen, 2005; Weimann, 2005). Constant exposure and

reinforcementof an ideologyallowsat least some individuals tobecomeacceptingof anotherwise

unusual perspective, and may eventually enable the acceptance of an extremist ideology or

identity (Gerstenfeld et al., 2003). For example, the web forum Stormfront.org is popular among

members of neo-Nazi groups as a venue for discussing all facets of this movement and even day-

to-dayactivities fromawhite-power perspective (Castle, 2011;Gerstenfeld et al., 2003;Weimann

2005). The Stormfront site allows individuals to engage in conversations and connect with others

virtually and in the realworldvia localized subforumsbynation, state, andcity.There aremultiple

sections of the site devoted to politics, technology, philosophy, and entertainment.

The global jihad movement has also leveraged a range of forums across the globe, in

multiple languages, to discuss justifications for resistance to Western occupation of

Iraq and the general lack of respect Western nations show for Islamic value systems

(Britz, 2010; Weimann, 2005).

In addition to building communities and networks, the Internet also allows groups to

directly communicate their beliefs and ideologies to the world without the need for mass

108 T. Holt et al.
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media marketing or news media coverage. Any terrorist or extremist group can post

unedited messages on blogs or websites to directly control the delivery of their message to

the media and the public at large (Forest, 2009).

The power of Internet communication is multiplied by computers and multimedia-

creation software suites like Photoshop that permit creating and manipulating videos,

photos, and stylized text. These image capacities enable extremist groups to develop more

media-friendly materials or misrepresent material facts in support of their own ideologies.

In turn, they can promote their ideas and images to a larger audience in a subtle and

convincing way that may instill anger and hostility toward groups that are perceived as

oppressors or socially unacceptable (Forest, 2009; Gruen, 2005). Extremist videos can

have production values close to network news coverage in the West.

For instance, the terrorist group Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) operates

an English-language online magazine called Inspire which provides information on the

perspectives of the group and the jihadist movement generally (Watson, 2013). An issue

from March 2013 featured an article on 11 public figures from the West who were labeled

as “wanted dead or alive” for crimes against Islam (Watson, 2013). Inspire regularly

provides details on practical techniques for preparing terrorist attacks, ranging from

simple bomb-making to how to handle firearms. The glossy magazine format allows the

authors to promote their agenda in a way that is attractive and appealing to readers. At the

same time, the writing style is informal and engaging in order to promote the jihadist

agenda to readers who may never have considered taking up jihad (Watson, 2013).

In much the same way, the extremist group Stormwatch operates a website about the

civil rights leader Dr Martin Luther King, Jr, which appears to discuss his role as an

activist (martinlutherking.org). The content of the site, however, decries his role in the

pursuit of equality and suggests, in keeping with the perceptions of the White Supremacist

movement generally, Dr King was actually a mouthpiece for Jews and Communists

(Weimann, 2005). It is written in a relatively persuasive fashion that may lead an

unsuspecting reader with little knowledge of King’s role in social change to believe that

the site’s content reveals historical fact.

In addition, cell phone cameras and web cams allow individuals to create training

videos and share these resources with others through video-sharing sites such as

YouTube (Gruen, 2005). Posting videos and news stories through social media also

provide a mechanism to publicly refute claims made by hostile governments and news

agencies, ensuring a more positive view of the group is presented on the Internet (Forest,

2009; Gruen, 2005). For instance, participants in the recent Arab Spring created videos

on camera phones to show violent repression of demonstrators by government and

police, as it happened, to news agencies around the world (Stepanova, 2011). Such

“on the ground” reporting conveys evidence of experiences that may not appear in

official news.

This same capability, however, can be abused by extremist groups in support of their

ideologies. One of the most extreme examples was a video posted by members of

Al-Qaeda in Pakistan on 21 February 2002. In the video, members of the group executed a

journalist named Daniel Pearl, whom they kidnapped while he was traveling to conduct an

interview (Levy, 2003). He stated his name for the camera, described his Jewish family

heritage, and then condemned America’s foreign policy strategies in the Middle East.

Following these statements, his captors then slit his throat and cut off his head, ending the

video with a statement demanding the release of all Guantanamo Bay detainees or

otherwise more deaths would result (Levy, 2003). The gruesome video became a key piece

of propaganda for the group and the jihadist movement generally, while inciting massive
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outrage in the United States. Such a chilling example demonstrates the power of

interactive media and the Internet in the promotion of extremist movements generally.

In addition to video, social movements on the fringes of society have begun to utilize

music and video games as a means to expose individuals to their perspectives in socially

acceptable and engaging ways (Britz, 2010; Weimann, 2005). For instance, Resistance

Records is a record label that produces and distributes music by bands that feature white

power and right-wing extremist messages in a direct-downloadable format (Jipson, 2007).

The label is owned and run by the National Alliance, a white power group, which gains a

profit from album sales. Music allows what are otherwise extreme or socially unacceptable

positions to be heard in ways that may appeal especially to young people.

Video games have also become a key resource for extremist groups to promote their

beliefs in a socially acceptable, approachable, and extremely engaging way to younger

audiences. The rewards and reinforcement individuals can receive through successfully

completing the objectives of a game, coupled with the underlying themes of the content,

can promote an extremist view in a very digestible format. One of the best known of these

games is called “Ethnic Cleansing” and was developed and released through Resistance

Records using free open-source software. This is a so-called “first person shooter” game,

played from the point of view of a skinhead or Klansman who kills blacks, Jews, and

Latinos in various urban ghetto and subway environments (Anti-Defamation League,

2002). This game, and its sequel “White Law”, costs $14.99 and can be downloaded

directly through the Resistance Records website (Anti-Defamation League, 2002).

Similarly, Islamic extremists have released several video games that put the player in

the role of a jihadist fighting against Jews, Westerners, and the US military (Gruen, 2005).

The content utilizes pro-Islamic imagery, rap and popular music, as well as various

messages from Osama Bin Laden and images of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. The game has

been posted and reposted across various websites online, ensuring its availability to many

different groups (Weimann, 2005).

In addition to lifestyle publications and materials that encourage or support extremist

ideologies, a number of training and support manuals are distributed online. Video-sharing

websites, such as YouTube, are used to disseminate propaganda and training materials

widely (Corb, 2011). In fact, the open nature of the World Wide Web allows individuals to

post information that could be used to engage in violence or cause physical harm in the real

world. Detailed tutorials for bomb-making, gunplay, and improvised weapons and their

employment can be found on the Internet; many of these have been available for years

online (Wall, 2001). This is because individuals can easily post a text file or word

document and repost it in repositories, send it via email, or share it via social networks in

different formats and languages. For example, the Mujahadeen Poisons Handbook from

Hamas and the Encyclopedia of Jihad published by Al-Qaeda are available in various

online outlets (Weimann, 2005). Even the Earth Liberation Front and Animal Liberation

Front have tutorials on how to engage in civil disobedience and protests against logging

companies, construction sites, and animal testing facilities (Holt, 2012). These resources

can support development of planning strategies and tactics of attack even for individuals

originally innocent of any military skills.

Sensitive operations information might be shared using “Dead Drops”. According to

Hummel (2008, p. 119):

Dead drops are a method in which terrorists reveal some of their most sensitive information.
An online dead drop works by having a person open an account on a free, public e-mail
service. The individual then writes a message and saves it in draft form. The account
information is then spread, allowing the recipients to read the message. Tactically, dead drops

110 T. Holt et al.
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are beneficial because the two parties are never seen together, nor do they need to personally
meet the other operatives. This is a useful security measure that helps prevent one person from
identifying the other should one person get caught. Also, the message is just temporarily
stored until it is read, so the information is not easily traced.

In sum, the array of extremist materials online is very broad: websites, posts, blogs,

videos, music, games, tutorials, and email drops. Taken together, this content is often

viewed as dangerous, as a source of radicalization to violent extremism. Unfortunately, as

Taylor and Ramsey (2010) pointed out five years ago now, our understanding of the effects

of this content remains weak. In particular, analysis of Internet effects is substantially

complicated by the distinction between opinion and action (Leuprecht, Hataley,

Moskalenko, & McCauley, 2010).

Radicalization of opinion and action

It is plausible and even intuitive that radical ideas produce radical behavior, and Silber and

Bhatt (2007) popularized this single-dimension model in their NYPD report

Radicalization in the West: The homegrown threat. The single-dimension model is

similarly embodied in the metaphor that groups advancing extremist ideas are a “conveyor

belt” to terrorism (see Caldwell, 2006). In this view, terrorist violence is the radical

behavior that proceeds naturally from radical ideas.

More recently, however, three kinds of evidence have contradicted the single-

dimension model of radicalization. First, there are individuals who move to violence

without the support of radical ideas (McCauley & Moskalenko, 2011). Some individuals

join a terrorist group to get revenge for harm done to them or their loved ones (personal

grievance). Some join because a friend or relative asks them for help (love). Some join

because they seek the thrill and status of guns and violence (risk and status seeking). Some

join for social connection and comradeship (unfreezing). Thus radical ideas are not

required to join a terrorist group, although most individuals will learn some kind of

violence-justifying ideology after joining.

Second, radical opinions are common but terrorists are few. The 2007 Pew poll of US

Muslims included the following item.

Some people think that suicide bombing and other forms of violence against civilian targets
are justified in order to defend Islam from its enemies. Other people believe that, no matter
what the reason, this kind of violence is never justified. Do you personally feel that this kind of
violence is often justified to defend Islam, sometimes justified, rarely justified, or never
justified?

In 2007 and again in 2011, about 8% of US Muslims said that this kind of violence is often

or sometimes justified (Pew Research Center, 2007, 2011). Eight percent of approximately

1 million adult US Muslims projects to approximately 80,000 who justify suicide bombing

against civilian targets in defense of Islam. But only hundreds of US Muslims have been

arrested for violence-related offenses. In other words, fewer than one in a hundred with

this radical opinion have moved to radical action.

Third, research on de-radicalization has similarly highlighted the difference between

extreme action and extreme opinion (Bjorgo & Horgan, 2009). Some captured jihadists are

willing to give up violent action but not ready to give up extremist opinions. Others are

willing to give up both violent action and extremist opinions. The first kind of change is

de-radicalization of action without de-radicalization of opinion. The second kind of

change is de-radicalization of both action and opinion. The disjunction of action and

opinion is not consistent with the idea that it is extreme opinion that produces extreme

action.
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Thus, three kinds of evidence weigh against the single-dimension view of

radicalization that assumes bad behavior begins in bad ideas. Many individuals move to

terrorism before they acquire extreme ideas. Ninety-nine percent of those with extreme

ideas never act. And individuals can give up extreme action without giving up extreme

ideas.

From this evidence Leuprecht et al. (2010; see also McCauley & Moskalenko, 2014)

argued the need to consider radicalization of action as a separate problem from

radicalization of opinion. The psychology of adopting extreme opinions is evidently not

the same as the psychology of joining in extremist action. In this paper we focus on

radicalization to extremist action.

Of course group dynamics and organizational incentives play an important part

in explaining radicalization to action (McCauley & Moskalenko, 2011), but it is

radicalization of individuals to action where we can hope to see the role of the Internet

most clearly. Case histories of individual radicalization with sufficient detail to see the

role of Internet content are unfortunately rare. In the next two sections we consider case

histories that do refer to the radicalizing power of Internet content. The histories of

Momin Khawaja and Colleen LaRose (aka Jihad Jane) lead us to suggest that victim

videos and jihad videos may be particularly important in moving individuals to jihadist

action.

Momin Khawaja

Momin Khawaja left an Internet trail of thoughts and actions leading up to his 2004 arrest

for terrorism. A Pakistan-Canadian with a good job in information technology, he loved to

write and post about both personal and political issues, especially in emails to his fiancé in

Pakistan. His emails became part of the court record when he was arrested for participation

in a militant jihadist group seeking to detonate a bomb in London. He is currently serving a

life sentence in a Canadian prison.

Tom Quiggin is a Canadian investigator who testified in court as an expert witness at

Khawaja’s trial. What follows are two excerpts from Quiggin’s (2010) description of

Khawaja’s trajectory of radicalization; these excerpts have strong evidence value to the

extent that they quote from the court record of Khawaja’s Internet postings. The first

excerpt (pp. 87–88) points to the importance of seeing Muslims as victims.

As he describes his life prior to his arrest, he had a fairly normal upbringing. In an extensive
email to his fiancé, he states:

“[I] was once a normal kid too. I played basketball, went swimming, bike-riding, and did all
the things that naughty kids do. But once I grew up, I felt that something was wrong, terribly
wrong. Right around the age of 21, I realized that all the fun pastime activities that everyone
was into were a waste of time and did not benefit Islam and the Muslims in any way. So I left
everything. When the Palestinian Intifada happened, I started looking into my own life and
questioning myself as to why our situation was so bad. I realized that ‘I’ must change myself
first, I must be willing to make a difference.”

To Momin Khawaja, the Intifada highlighted the contradictions between his own life
and that of other Muslims in the world. He was living a life of relative luxury and safety,
whilst others were living lives of oppression and fear. He was healthy and well fed, while
others were dying or leading lives of deprivation. Perhaps most glaring was the fact that he
was a Muslim leading a good and safe life while living in a country that was – in his mind –
collectively responsible for the suffering of Muslims overseas.

By this account, Khawaja’s radicalization began with his reaction to the

Second Intifada, which unfolded between 2000 and 2005 (Khawaja’s 21st birthday was
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14 April 2000). Unfortunately we do not know exactly what Khawaja was watching as the

Intifada unfolded, although the 5:1 preponderance of Palestinian to Israeli Jewish deaths

was broadly covered in Western reporting of the Intifada. We do know, however, the

particulars of the jihad videos that Khawaja used. Again we turn to Quiggin’s (2010,

p. 89) description.

In addition to the personal political, religious and economic narrative, a series of five
“motivational” videos produced by Ibn Khattab in Chechnya played an important role in the
life and the subsequent criminal conviction of Momin Khawaja. Ibn Khattab was from a
mixed Bedouin-Circassian family and has never been a member of or a follower of al-Qaeda,
despite al-Qaeda’s attempts to co-opt him. Notwithstanding his lack of allegiance to al-Qaeda,
his videos, depicting attacks against the Russian military in Chechnya, were popular among
extremist Muslims and had great influence.

The videos are commonly referred to as the “Russian Hell” series and together they
present a clear narrative. The videos suggest that with just a few of the “brothers” and some
hand carried weapons, the oppressors can be defeated. In a typical scene from the videos, the
group’s leader, Ibn Khattab, gives a military style pre-mission brief to his “soldiers.”
Following the briefing, the soldiers are seen moving to the ambush site from which they will
attack a convoy of Russian soldiers. The scenes are almost cheery and ooze with camaraderie
and optimism. The videos also have a rich symbolism found in the overlaid graphics as well as
inspirational music (nasheeds) playing in the background.

For Momin Khawaja, the videos must have formed part of his “education” of the ways
in which the Mujahideen could defeat the oppressors and their forces. Not only did he have
copies of the videos on his hard drives, he is also known to have given copies to a woman that
he was recruiting. Her role was to assist him in financial transfers relating to the planned
attacks. One video extract was played in court to demonstrate the nature of the material he was
using in his recruiting efforts.

Based on trial transcripts, Marc Sageman (personal communication) believes that the

woman helping Khawaja with financial transfers, Zenab Armandpisheh, was unaware of

the terrorist plot (see also Seymour, 2008). In any case, Ms Armandpisheh testified at

Khawaja’s trial that he gave her several DVDs depicting jihadi activities and suggested

that she “play them for others” (Brown, 2008). At least one of the videos Khawaja gave her

was entered in evidence at the trial: “Russian Hell I: Chechnya.” We can be confident that

Khawaja believed the Russian Hell videos were a strong call to action, because he

recommended them to others.

Jihad Jane

Colleen LaRose ran away from a home in which her father was raping her and her sister.

She did drugs. She prostituted herself. She found a boyfriend who indulged her and she

moved in with him. After five years with him, she argued with him in a bar in Amsterdam

and went home with a Muslim man. After this one-night experience of Islam, she spent

time on the Internet learning more about the religion. She made her profession of faith to

Islam on a whim, in an email, in early 2008. But she never went to a mosque and her

pledge to give up alcohol was soon lost; she spent her time flirting with men on websites

and watching warrior films such as Braveheart and Spartacus.

Here we can move to an excerpt from Shiffman’s (2012) detailed study of LaRose,

which includes her substantial interviewing of LaRose. Shiffman’s study does not have the

evidence value of the court records of real-time postings available for Khawaja, but we

believe this study, by an experienced and professional journalist, deserves to be taken

seriously. Shiffman was the only person to obtain an interview from LaRose after her

indictment:
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Not until six months after the online conversion to Islam would she re-engage. In addition to
passing time watching action movies, LaRose became riveted by violent YouTube videos of
Israeli attacks on Palestinians and American attacks on Iraqis.

The videos of dead and wounded children moved her most. Sometimes while she
watched she could hear the young American children in the duplex below hers, laughing and
playing. The disconnect infuriated her. No one seemed to know or care about the plight of the
Palestinians. It was so unfair.

By summer 2008, LaRose was posting jihadist videos on YouTube and MySpace. She
used various names online, including Sister of Terror, Ms. Machiavelli and Jihad Jane. During
the next year she exchanged messages with avowed jihadists . . .

They asked her to give money for jihad. She gave. They asked her to become a martyr. She

agreed to travel to Europe to kill a Swedish artist who had blasphemed the Prophet

Mohammed. She did go to Europe but things didn’t work out and she is serving a 10-year

sentence for terrorism-related crimes.

Again for this case we have a considerable record of emails and postings to trace a

trajectory of radicalization. An infatuation with Islam and Muslim men was transformed to

action after feeling the power of victim videos – especially child victims no one cared

about just as LaRose had been a child victim no one cared about. From watching victim

videos to posting jihad videos to giving money for jihad to promising to kill for Islam and

departing for Europe to do so – here is a progression of increasing radical action built from

YouTube victim videos and jihad videos.

Mobilizing power of victim and jihad videos

Why might victim videos and jihad videos be particularly powerful in moving individuals

to extremist action? One possibility is to recognize that these two kinds of video are

complementary parts of what social movement theorists refer to as a “mobilization frame”

(Benford & Snow, 2000). A frame is a view of history and experience that allows

an individual to make sense of and react to new events. An effective political frame

accomplishes three functions: it identifies an injustice or grievance and who the

perpetrator is (diagnostic), it identifies what must be done to right the wrong (prognostic),

and it calls for individuals to participate in the solution while providing knowledge and

skills required for participation (motivational). A frame thus has emotional value: empathy

and sympathy for victims bring anger toward the perceived perpetrator, and the call to

participate in the solution can bring shame for not joining. Victim and jihad videos

together create such a frame.

A victim video shows injustice in human terms:US attacks onMuslims that injure and kill

women and children, or scenes purporting to show US soldiers raping a Muslim woman.

A victim video also makes clear the perpetrator of injustice: US uniforms, weapons, and

made-in-USAshell casings aremade salient.Thus a victimvideo has intense diagnostic value,

including emotion-arousingblood, pain, and destruction.USefforts to limit collateral damage

of strikes against militants do nothing to reduce the power of images of suffering women and

children. The emotional effect of these images is anger and outrage for viewers who identify

with the victims. Indeed the power of moral outrage in histories of radicalization has already

been highlighted in numerous examples described by Sageman (2008).

A jihad video picks up where victim videos leave off: a dramatization of violent

response to attacks on Muslims, with attractive militants inviting viewers to join them.

A salient example of jihad video is the “Russian Hell” series that brings the viewer into

fighting Russians in Chechnya (1 hour 32 minutes, available on YouTube). These videos
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feature scenes of camaraderie and successful attacks, arousing music, and an explicit

invitation: join us, the brave, who are risking their lives to defend Muslim women and

children. These videos show what to do and how to do it – the prognostic function.

Jihad videos are also motivational. They convey hope: the enemy can be attacked and

killed despite their greater material strength. The men in the videos are models: if they can

do it, so can I. As models, the men provoke a social comparison that can shame inaction:

Am I less a man than they? The camaraderie and cohesion of a small group in combat is

conveyed in the videos: I can join a band of brothers. The status of warrior is conveyed:

I can be someone women look up to and men fear to challenge, a man with combat skills

and brothers behind him.

The music of nasheed on the sound track is a stirring chant of male voices. The sounds

and images of rocket and automatic weapons offer war-movie action; enemy trucks go up

in noise, fire, and smoke. Close-ups of Russian bodies appear, booted up for inspection

by the victors, then finished off with a few bullets. A helicopter, representative of Russian

technological advantage, is shot down and falls dramatically from the sky. A dead

mujahedeen is shown, unmarked with serene face, on a draped bier, to convey the reality

and nobility of sacrifice.

In sum, victim videos are diagnostic frames that elicit outrage against the perpetrators

of injustice; jihad videos are prognostic and motivational frames that funnel outrage into

joining the heroes who fight injustice (e.g. Britz, 2010). Social movement theory and

especially framing theory make sense of our two case histories, in which individuals who

moved to join in jihadist violence point to victim videos and jihad videos as particularly

powerful Internet content.

Before moving on, it is worth noting what kind of content does not appear as important

in our case histories. Study of the Koran and fundamentalist forms of Islam are not turning

points in the trajectory to violent extremist action. Even after moving to terrorist action,

Jihad Jane and Momin Khawaja did not develop more than a slogan-level knowledge of

Islam. From these examples it is difficult to take seriously the popular idea (e.g. Brennan,

2015) that the center of gravity of jihadist extremism is Salafist, Wahhabist, or other

fundamentalist forms of Islam. Beyond some fighting verses from the Koran (“strive hard

against the disbelievers and hypocrites”), Islam is represented in the “Russian Hell” videos

only in themilitants’ beards and their shouts of “AllahuAkbar” on the attack. Victim videos

and jihad videos are mostly about intergroup violence represented in emotion-eliciting

images and music – about in-group identification and politics rather than ideology.

Government responses to violent extremism on the Internet

The Internet and CMCs clearly provide a means for spreading hurtful messages of

grievance and hate, prejudice and racism. There is some tension in how to sanction

hate speech, as the US protects freedom of speech under the First Amendment to the

Constitution. The only limitation is the “imminent danger” test, where speech is not

protected if the speaker attempts to incite dangerous or illegal activities (Abrams, 2012).

Recognizing that the Internet dramatically increases the risk of exposure to hurtful ideas

and prospective radicalization of individuals toward violence, the Obama administration

has begun to take steps to combat the Internet presence of domestic and foreign terrorist

and extremist groups without changing existing protections to free speech.

The White House released a policy and strategy document in August 2011 titled

“Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism in the United States”.

This document describes a strategy of using a community-based approach to fight
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extremist groups and violent behavior through the integration of law enforcement and

public–private partnerships with stakeholders in local communities (White House, 2011).

Religious leaders in mosques and Islamic centers of worship, as well as schools and

community groups, should be brought together in order to foster trust between community

residents, law enforcement, and the federal government.

This strategy involves multiple federal agencies, including the Treasury, Department

of Defense, Department of Justice, Department of Homeland Security, and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (White House, 2011). The hope is that these inter-agency and

community partnerships can improve the scope of engagement with communities

on issues that they are concerned about, and develop better partnerships that will

make communities resilient to radicalization, whether from online groups or those in the

real world.

The US is unique with regard to its protection of free speech, as many nations around

the world have criminalized various forms of hate speech. The UK’s Public Order Act

1986 criminalized expressions of threats and abusive or insulting behavior toward any

group or person based on their race, color, ethnicity, nationality, or ethnic origin. Violators

are subject to fines and up to seven years in prison (Mendel, 2012). This law was amended

in 2006 to include abuse based on religion, and amended again in 2008 for protection of

sexual orientations (Mendel, 2012). Similar legislation is present in Australia, Canada,

Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Singapore, and South Africa (Mendel,

2012). Though these statutes do not primarily identify the Internet as a venue for the

communication of hate speech, the laws can be extended to Internet environments.

The European Convention on Cybercrime (CoC) also includes language criminalizing

the use of the Internet in order to disseminate hate speech. Specifically, the CoC proscribes

“racist and xenophobic material”, including writing, images, videos, and any other content

that is designed to promote or encourage hate or discrimination against any group

(Brenner, 2011). The distribution or posting of such material online is defined as criminal

under the CoC, as is making online threats to any person on the basis of their racial, ethnic,

or religious background. Also, the distribution of information that denies or otherwise

attempts to misinform individuals regarding genocide and crimes against humanity is

defined as criminal (Brenner, 2011). This legislation has substantial potential to address

radicalization carried out via the Internet, including materials of white supremacist and

jihadist websites.

In the US, the PATRIOT Act relaxed the legal provisions needed for law enforcement

agencies to engage in surveillance of electronic communications. For instance, the Act

revised provisions of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) related to

subpoenas of Internet service providers and cable companies. The Act enabled law

enforcement to obtain the names and addresses of subscribers, along with their billing

records, phone numbers called, duration of sessions while online, services used,

communication device information, and other related data. The release of such

information can enable law enforcement to more effectively trace the activities of a user to

specific websites and content during a given session of Internet use.

In addition, the ECPA now defines email that is stored on a third party server for more

than 180 days as legally abandoned. As a result, law enforcement can request this data, and

the content of the email, whether opened or unopened, must be turned over without the

need for judicial review. Finally, the PATRIOT Act allowed ISPs to make emergency

disclosures of information to law enforcement in instances of extreme physical or virtual

threats to public safety. Such language allows for greater surveillance of citizens with

minimal government oversight or public awareness.
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Other nations have adopted similar language to that of the US PATRIOT Act.

An example is Canada’s Anti-terrorism Act of 2001, which changed standards for the

interception of domestic communications of all kinds (Brenner, 2011). This law allowed

the Communications Security Establishment of Canada (an analog to the U.S. National

Security Agency) to intercept communications that either begin or end in Canada and

involve a foreign source. Prior to this law, any domestic information acquired in the

process of an international intercept would have been destroyed or ignored. Though there

has been substantive public debate surrounding the legitimacy of these new laws, the

Canadian government has not moved to strike them down.

China has gone furthest in seeking “cybersovereignty”. Recent regulations require

authors of Internet content to register their real names if they use a penname, and a 2012

regulation is increasingly enforced that requires using real name when posting on a social

website (Qin, 2015). The government has begun to attack the virtual private networks that

provided a way around the Internet firewall that guards China from foreign influences such

as Google and Facebook (Jacobs, 2015). New rules are justified as defending China against

terrorism, pornography, and Western values.

The future of government efforts to control dangerous Internet content seems to offer

two tracks. The Chinese way is to use firewalls, censorship, fines, and prison to control

what appears on the web. The US way is to go easy on censorship but, as Edward Snowden

has revealed, downloading and saving every form of electronic communication in huge

databanks that can be searched to determine who has connected with suspect individuals or

sites. As a first approximation, we might say that the Chinese track is to control supply, the

US track is to control demand. Between these two tracks are some in-between and half-

way paths such as European governments are trying.

Another approach to controlling the Internet is to try to drown out dangerous content

with government-sponsored Internet messaging. Countries as diverse as China, the US,

Turkey, and Israel employ individuals to post government-favorable messages on websites

and social media sites (McCauley, 2015). The goal is that every anti-government message

is quickly countered by what appears to be just another Internet surfer’s opinion.

The overall effect should be the creation of a perceived Internet norm that favors the

government.

In this war of ideas, the government is often the weaker side. The US State Department

employs 50 individuals who work weekday hours posting around the world, whereas

Islamic State volunteers produce as many as 90,000 tweets and posts every day, 24 hours a

day (Schmitt, 2015). Law enforcement agencies have adopted various strategies to

respond and partnered with other government agencies and private companies, but the

resources, expertise, and available time are limited. For the victim videos and jihad videos

we have focused on, it seems unlikely that government can keep these off YouTube and

similar sites. Perhaps as government search and surveillance capacities become better

known, however, individuals can be discouraged from searching and accessing these

videos.

Conclusion

We began with a brief indication of the ways extremist content appears on the Internet.

We pointed out how little is known about the effects of this content, and distinguished

between effects that radicalize opinion and effects that radicalize action. Then we focused

on radicalization to action by examining two cases where we know in some detail how

Internet content contributed to moving individuals to active jihad. These cases led us to
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suggest that, of all the Internet content thought to be dangerous support for violent

extremism, it is victim videos and jihad videos that may be key movers to violent action.

Theoretically we interpreted the power of these two kinds of video as complementary parts

of the kind of mobilizing frame that has been studied by sociologists interested in social

movements. Of course our two cases and their interpretation cannot provide more than an

argument of plausibility, and future research should focus more attention on these two

kinds of Internet content.

As we completed this paper, an excerpt from a detailed German case history of

radicalization was translated into English in a paper by Pisoiu (2015, p. 18). Eric

Breininger converted to Islam, left Germany to become a “foreign fighter”, and was killed

by Pakistani soldiers at a checkpoint in Northern Waziristan. Breininger describes the

power of group video-watching sessions as follows.

We observed the events in the jihad regions and watched movies, in which mujahidin fought
against crusaders. We were especially horrified by the news about the prisons and how these
crusaders treat our brothers, how they torture and oppress them. The fact that these crusaders
put innocent women into jail, rape them day after day and that some of them have to bear
children in their wombs afterwards and that those noble sisters are treated like crap, also
fueled my wrath for the kuffar. I cannot understand how most of the Muslims in the world
ignore these severe wrongdoings and prefer to busy themselves with other things . . . Thus
I quickly knew that I had to do something against these crusaders, who disgrace our brothers
and sisters.

We do not need to believe that victim videos and jihad videos are factual representations to

recognize their moral and emotional impetus to action.
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